Apparatus for performing an injection molding cycle, comprising: a manifold routing injection fluid to two or more gates, an actuator associated with each gate, each gate having a downstream sensor that senses a selected condition of the injection fluid material, a controller, the downstream sensors establishing a standard elapsed time, the controller including instructions that compares the standard elapsed time with a calculated amount of elapsed time associated with each of the gates and that adjust the velocity or position of each of the actuators.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[007] Injection molding systems that control pin position during the course of an injection cycle have been developed where the position of the pin is dynamically controlled in real time to follow a predetermined profile of pin positions based on a comparison of the pin position with a profile of pin positions. In systems where multiple nozzles are used to simultaneously inject fluid material to either multiple separate cavities or into a single cavity, prior systems rely on a single predetermined set of pin position data to control the rate of flow of injection fluid material into each separate cavity or otherwise through each separate gate leading to a single cavity.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[008] The present invention provides a system and method for controlling the simultaneous flow through each individual one of multiple nozzles into separate cavities or the same cavity where the rate of flow through each individual nozzle is made uniform by adjusting the flow through each of the nozzles to match as closely as possible the rate of flow or profile of pin position that occurred in a prior or test injection cycle via a selected nozzle and gate the injection part produced therefrom being selected as a standard for the rate of flow through one or more of the other multiple nozzles in subsequent injection cycles.

[009] In accordance with the invention therefore there is provided a method of performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus comprised of:

- a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold cavity,

- an actuator associated with each respective gate,
each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the maximum flow position,

each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over the course of an injection cycle,

a downstream sensor that senses a selected physical condition of the injection fluid material at a position within a mold cavity that is downstream of an associated gate, the downstream sensor generating a signal corresponding to the sensed values,

the method comprising the steps of:

selecting and recording as a standard for a selected one of the gates, the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pin associated with the selected one of the gates out of the gate closed position and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity,

performing a subsequent injection cycle and for each of the other gates and sensing the selected physical condition of the injection fluid material at the downstream position with the downstream sensor associated with each of the other gates, and,

recording the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pin associated with each of the other gates out of the gate closed position and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated cavities of each of the other gates,

comparing the recorded amounts of time elapsed associated with each of the other gates with the standard amount of time elapsed that is associated with the selected one of the gates,

adjusting position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated with each of the other gates during further subsequent injection cycles such that the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pins associated with each of the other gates of their gate closed position and the time at which the downstream
sensor first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material approaches or matches the selected standard amount of elapsed time.

[0010] In such a method the steps of performing and adjusting can be carried out automatically by an algorithm executed by a controller interconnected to and controllably driving or adjusting the drive of the actuators.

[0011] In such a method, the step of selecting and recording can comprise recording and establishing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin versus time for the selected one of the gates and the step of adjusting can comprise recording and adjusting the position or drive rate of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates to approach or match the standard profile of position versus time.

[0012] In another aspect of the invention there is provided an apparatus for performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus, the apparatus comprising:

- a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold cavity,

- an actuator associated with each respective gate,

- each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the maximum flow position,

- each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over the course of an injection cycle,

- each gate having a downstream sensor that senses a selected condition of the injection fluid material at a position within each associated mold cavity that is downstream of each associated gate, the downstream sensor generating a response signal upon sensing the selected condition of the injection fluid material when the
injection fluid material has flowed to the downstream position of the downstream sensor,

a controller containing predetermined data representing as a standard for a selected one of the gates, the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pin associated with the selected one of the gates out of the gate closed position and the time at which the downstream sensor associated with the selected one of the gates first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity,

the downstream sensors of each of the gates other than the selected one of the gates sensing the selected condition of the injection fluid material and sending response signals to the controller on performance of each successive injection cycle by the apparatus,

the controller receiving the response signals from each downstream sensor associated with the other gates on performance of each successive injection cycle performed by the apparatus,

the controller including instructions that compares the amount of standard elapsed time with the calculated amount of elapsed time associated with each of the other gates,

the controller including instructions that adjust the velocity or position of each of the actuators associated with each of the other gates to drive the valve pins associated with each of the other gates at one or more velocities or to one or more positions during one or more successive injection cycles based on the compared amounts of time such that the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pins out of the gate closed position and the time that the downstream sensors associated with the other gates first sense the selected condition approaches or matches the standard amount of elapsed time.

[0013] Such an apparatus may include position sensors that sense position of the actuator or valve pin associated with each of the gates, the controller including data representing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin versus time during an injection cycle for the selected one of the gates, the controller including instructions that compares position versus time of the actuators or valve pins for each of the gates during one or more successive injection cycles with the standard profile and directs the position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates during the course of the one or more successive injection cycles
such that the position versus time of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates approaches or matches the standard profile.

[0014] In another aspect of the invention there is provided a method of performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus comprised of:

a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold cavity,

an actuator associated with each respective gate,

each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the maximum flow position,

each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over the course of an injection cycle,

a downstream sensor that senses a selected downstream physical condition of the injection fluid material at a position within an associated mold cavity that is downstream of an associated gate, the downstream sensor generating a signal corresponding to the sensed values,

an upstream sensor that senses a selected upstream physical condition of the injection fluid material at a position within an associated mold cavity that is upstream of the downstream position,

the method comprising the steps of:

recording and selecting as a standard for a selected one of the gates, the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the upstream sensor associated with the selected one of the gates first senses the selected upstream condition of the injection fluid and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity of the selected one of the gates,
performing one or more subsequent injection cycles and for each of the other gates sensing the selected upstream and downstream physical condition of the injection fluid material at the upstream and downstream positions with the upstream and downstream sensors associated with each of the other gates, and,
recording the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the upstream sensor associated with each of the other gates first senses the selected upstream condition of the injection fluid and the time at which the downstream sensor associated with each of the other gates first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated cavities of each of the other gates,
comparing the recorded amounts of time elapsed associated with each of the other gates with the standard amount of time elapsed that is associated with the selected one of the gates,
adjusting position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated with each of the other gates during each subsequent injection cycle such that the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the upstream sensor first senses the selected upstream condition and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material approaches or matches the selected standard amount of elapsed time.

[0015] In such a method the steps of performing and adjusting can be carried out automatically by an algorithm executed by a controller interconnected to and controllably driving or adjusting the drive of the actuators.

[0016] In such a method, the step of recording and selecting can comprise recording and establishing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin versus time for the selected one of the gates and the step of adjusting can comprise recording and adjusting the position or drive rate of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates to approach or match the standard profile of position versus time.

[0017] In another aspect of the invention there is provided an apparatus for performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus, the apparatus comprising:
a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material
under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold cavity,

an actuator associated with each respective gate,

each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the maximum flow position,

each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over the course of an injection cycle,

each gate having a downstream sensor that senses a selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material at a position within each associated mold cavity that is downstream of each associated gate, the downstream sensor generating a response signal upon sensing the selected condition of the injection fluid material when the injection fluid material has flowed to the downstream position of the downstream sensor,

each gate having an upstream sensor that senses a selected upstream condition of the injection fluid material at a position within each associated mold cavity that is upstream of the downstream position associated with each gate, the upstream sensor generating a response signal upon sensing the selected condition of the injection fluid material when the injection fluid material has flowed to the upstream position of the upstream sensor,

a controller containing predetermined data representing as a standard for a selected one of the gates, the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the upstream sensor associated with the selected one of the gates first senses the selected upstream condition of the injection fluid material and the time at which the downstream sensor associated with the selected one of the gates first senses the selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity,

the upstream and downstream sensors of each of the other gates other than the selected one of the gates each sensing the selected upstream and downstream
conditions of the injection fluid material and sending response signals to the
ccontroller on performance of each successive injection cycle by the apparatus,

the controller receiving the response signals from the sensors associated with
each of the other gates on performance of each successive injection cycle performed
by the apparatus and calculating the amount of time elapsed between the time at
which the upstream sensor associated with each of the other gates first senses the
selected upstream condition of the injection fluid material and the time at which the
downstream sensor associated with the selected one of the gates first senses the
selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the
associated mold cavity,

the controller including instructions that compares the amount of standard elapsed time with the calculated amount of elapsed time associated with each of the other gates,

the controller including instructions that adjust the velocity or position of each
of the actuators associated with each of the other gates to drive the valve pins
associated with each of the other gates at one or more velocities or to one or more
positions during one or more successive injection cycles based on the compared
amounts of time such that the amount of time elapsed between the time that the
upstream sensors associated with the other gates first sense the selected upstream
condition of the injection fluid material and the time that the downstream sensors
associated with the other gates first sense the selected downstream condition
approaches or matches the standard amount of elapsed time.

[0018] Such an apparatus may include position sensors that sense position of the
actuator or valve pin associated with each of the gates, the controller including data
representing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin versus time
during an injection cycle for the selected one of the gates, the controller including
instructions that compares position versus time of the actuators or valve pins for
each of the gates during one or more successive injection cycles with the standard
profile and directs the position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated
with the other gates during the course of the one or more successive injection cycles
such that the position versus time of the actuators or valve pins associated with the
other gates approaches or matches the standard profile.
[0019] In another aspect of the invention there is provided a method of performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus comprised of:

a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold cavity,

an actuator associated with each respective gate,

each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the maximum flow position,

each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over the course of an injection cycle,

a downstream sensor that senses a selected downstream physical condition of the injection fluid material at a position within an associated mold cavity that is downstream of an associated gate, the downstream sensor generating a signal corresponding to the sensed values,

an upstream sensor that senses a selected upstream physical condition of the injection fluid material at a position within an associated mold cavity that is upstream of the downstream position,

the method comprising the steps of:

selecting as a standard for all of the gates, the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the upstream sensor associated with a gate first senses the selected upstream condition of the injection fluid and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity of a gate,

performing one or more subsequent injection cycles and for each of the gates sensing the selected upstream and downstream physical condition of the injection fluid material at the upstream and downstream positions with the upstream and downstream sensors associated with each of the other gates,
recording the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the upstream
sensor associated with each of the gates first senses the selected upstream
condition of the injection fluid and the time at which the downstream sensor
associated with each of the gates first senses the selected condition of the injection
fluid material flowing into the associated cavities of each of the gates,

comparing the recorded amounts of time elapsed associated with each of the
gates with the selected standard amount of time,

adjusting position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated with
each of the gates during each subsequent injection cycle such that the amount of
time elapsed between the time at which the upstream sensor first senses the
selected upstream condition and the time at which the downstream sensor first
senses the selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material approaches
or matches the selected standard amount of elapsed time.

[0020] In such a method the steps of performing and adjusting can be carried out
automatically by an algorithm executed by a controller interconnected to and
controllably driving or adjusting the drive of the actuators.

[0021] In such a method, the step of recording and selecting can comprise
recording and establishing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin
versus time for the selected one of the gates and the step of adjusting can comprise
recording and adjusting the position or drive rate of the actuators or valve pins
associated with the other gates to approach or match the standard profile of position
versus time.

[0022] In another aspect of the invention there is provided an apparatus for
performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus, the
apparatus comprising:

a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or
communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material
under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold
cavity,

an actuator associated with each respective gate,

each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream
and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends
between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the
injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and
one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the
maximum flow position,

each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve
pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over
the course of an injection cycle,

each gate having a downstream sensor that senses a selected downstream
condition of the injection fluid material at a position within each associated mold
cavity that is downstream of each associated gate, the downstream sensor
generating a response signal upon sensing the selected condition of the injection
fluid material when the injection fluid material has flowed to the downstream position
of the downstream sensor,

each gate having an upstream sensor that senses a selected upstream
condition of the injection fluid material at a position within each associated mold
cavity that is upstream of the downstream position associated with each gate, the
upstream sensor generating a response signal upon sensing the selected condition
of the injection fluid material when the injection fluid material has flowed to the
upstream position of the upstream sensor,

a controller containing predetermined data representing as a standard for
each of the gates, the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the
upstream sensor associated with a gate first senses the selected upstream condition
of the injection fluid material and the time at which the downstream sensor
associated with a gate first senses the selected downstream condition of the
injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity,

the upstream and downstream sensors of each of the gates each sensing the
selected upstream and downstream conditions of the injection fluid material and
each sending response signals to the controller on performance of each successive
injection cycle by the apparatus,

the controller receiving the response signals from the sensors associated with
each of the gates on performance of each successive injection cycle performed by
the apparatus and calculating the amount of time elapsed between the time at which
the upstream sensor associated with each of the gates first senses the selected
upstream condition of the injection fluid material and the time at which the
downstream sensor associated with each of the gates first senses the selected
downstream condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity,

the controller including instructions that compares the standard amount of elapsed time with the calculated amount of elapsed time associated with each of the gates,

the controller including instructions that adjust the velocity or position of each of the actuators associated with each of the gates to drive the valve pins associated with each of the gates at one or more velocities or to one or more positions during one or more successive injection cycles based on the compared amounts of time such that the amount of time elapsed between the time that the upstream sensors associated with each of the gates first sense the selected upstream condition of the injection fluid material and the time that the downstream sensors associated with each of the gates first sense the selected downstream condition approaches or matches the standard amount of elapsed time.

[0023] Such an apparatus may include position sensors that sense position of the actuator or valve pin associated with each of the gates, the controller including data representing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin versus time during an injection cycle for the gates, the controller including instructions that compares position versus time of the actuators or valve pins for each of the gates during one or more successive injection cycles with the standard profile and directs the position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated with each of the gates during the course of the one or more successive injection cycles such that the position versus time of the actuators or valve pins associated with each of the gates approaches or matches the standard profile.

[0024] In accordance with the invention therefore there is provided a method of performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus comprised of:

a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold cavity,

an actuator associated with each respective gate,
each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the maximum flow position,

each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over the course of an injection cycle,

a downstream sensor that senses a selected physical condition of the injection fluid material at a position within a mold cavity that is downstream of an associated gate, the downstream sensor generating a signal corresponding to the sensed values,

the method comprising the steps of:

selecting as a standard for each of the gates, the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pin associated with the selected one of the gates out of the gate closed position and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity,

performing a subsequent injection cycle and, for each of the gates, sensing the selected physical condition of the injection fluid material at the downstream position with the downstream sensor associated with each of the gates, and,

recording the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pin associated with each of the gates out of the gate closed position and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated cavities of each of the gates,

comparing the recorded amounts of time elapsed associated with each of the gates with the standard amount of time elapsed for one or more subsequent injection cycles,

adjusting position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated with each of the gates during one or more subsequent injection cycles such that the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pins associated with each of the other gates of their gate closed position and the time at which the downstream
sensor first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material approaches or matches the selected standard amount of elapsed time.

[0025] In such a method the steps of performing and adjusting can be carried out automatically by an algorithm executed by a controller interconnected to and controllably driving or adjusting the drive of the actuators.

[0026] In such a method, the step of selecting and recording can comprise recording and establishing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin versus time for the selected one of the gates and the step of adjusting can comprise recording and adjusting the position or drive rate of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates to approach or match the standard profile of position versus time.

[0027] In another aspect of the invention there is provided an apparatus for performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus, the apparatus comprising:

a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold cavity,

an actuator associated with each respective gate,

each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the maximum flow position,

each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over the course of an injection cycle,

each gate having a downstream sensor that senses a selected condition of the injection fluid material at a position within each associated mold cavity that is downstream of each associated gate, the downstream sensor generating a response signal upon sensing the selected condition of the injection fluid material when the
injection fluid material has flowed to the downstream position of the downstream sensor,

a controller containing predetermined data representing as a standard for all gates, the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pin associated with a gate out of the gate closed position and the time at which the downstream sensor associated with a gate first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity,

the downstream sensors of each of the gates sensing the selected condition of the injection fluid material and sending response signals to the controller on performance of each successive injection cycle by the apparatus,

the controller receiving the response signals from each downstream sensor associated with each of the gates on performance of each successive injection cycle performed by the apparatus,

the controller including instructions that compares the amount of standard elapsed time with the calculated amount of elapsed time associated with each of the gates,

the controller including instructions that adjust the velocity or position of each of the actuators associated with each of the gates to drive the valve pins associated with each of the gates at one or more velocities or to one or more positions during one or more successive injection cycles based on the compared amounts of time such that the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pins out of the gate closed position and the time that the downstream sensors associated with each of the gates first sense the selected condition approaches or matches the standard amount of elapsed time.

[0028] Such an apparatus may include position sensors that sense position of the actuator or valve pin associated with each of the gates, the controller including data representing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin versus time during an injection cycle for the selected one of the gates, the controller including instructions that compares position versus time of the actuators or valve pins for each of the gates during one or more successive injection cycles with the standard profile and directs the position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates during the course of the one or more successive injection cycles such that the position versus time of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates approaches or matches the standard profile.
In all of the foregoing aspects and embodiments, the cavities associated with each of the individual two or more gates may comprise separate individual cavities. Or alternatively, the individual two or more gates may enter into a single cavity.

For purposes of explanation, as an example, where two (2) sensors are used in the cavity, the downstream sensor (namely downstream of the gate) can be a temperature sensor having a user defined sensing trigger of 250°F, with the upstream sensor (located near the entrance of the gate into the cavity) comprising a pressure sensor having a user defined sensing trigger of 5000 psi. Taking for example an embodiment where there are sixteen (16) gates with associated nozzles and each gate and nozzle feeding a separate mold cavity, the user can select and pre-define the part that is produced in a selected one of the sixteen (16) mold cavities as the preferred standard part based on trial and error observation or testing and next input data into a controller that represents the preferred standard amount of time elapsed between the triggering of the upstream and downstream sensors that are associated with the cavity that produced the preferred selected part thus establishing a standard amount of elapsed time that all of the other fifteen (15) gates should ideally approach or match on all subsequent injection cycles. The controller can then looks at the time that elapsed between triggering of the upstream and downstream sensors for each of the sixteen (16) gates during the previous and automatically adjust the speed of the actuators or valve pins to be faster or slower for the next shot in an effort to approach or match the standard elapsed time. On each additional subsequent cycles, the controller will look at the elapsed times for each gate again, and make adjustments to the speed or positioning of the actuators and valve pins for all gates in each subsequent injection cycle until the elapsed times between sensing by the upstream and downstream sensors for all gates approach or are equal to the standard elapsed time.

Taking another example where only a single downstream sensor is used in the cavity, the downstream sensor can be, for example, a temperature sensor having a user defined sensing trigger of 250°F. Assuming there are sixteen (16) gates and associated nozzles with each gate and nozzle injecting into a separate mold cavity, the user can defines the conditions used to inject into a selected one of the cavities as the standard and select and establish the time elapsed between opening of the gate and triggering of the downstream sensor as the standard elapsed time. The controller can then record the analogous elapsed time that occurred during the previous shot for all sixteen (16) gates and
adjusts the actuator or valve pin speeds associated with each gate to be faster or slower for the next shot in an effort to approach or match the selected standard elapsed time. For all subsequent cycles, the controller can be programmed to continue to record the elapsed times for each previous cycle or shot, and make adjustments for each subsequent cycle until the analogous elapsed times between valve pin opening and downstream sensor triggering for all gates are equal to the standard elapsed time.

[0032] In either of the aforementioned examples, the user could alternatively simply select and specify a predetermined elapsed time without testing or analyzing parts produced by the cavities.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

[0032] The above and further advantages of the invention may be better understood by referring to the following description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which:

[0033] Fig. 1 is a schematic of an embodiment of the invention showing an electrically powered actuator interconnected to a valve pin that controls flow through a gate into a mold cavity having a single sensor disposed for detecting injection material downstream of the gate.

[0034] Fig. 2 is a schematic of an embodiment of the invention showing an electrically powered actuator interconnected to a valve pin that controls flow through a gate into a mold cavity having a first sensor disposed at the exit of the gate into a mold cavity and another sensor disposed downstream of the first sensor for detecting injection material downstream of the gate.

[0035] Fig. 3 is a schematic of an embodiment of the invention showing a pneumatically powered system injection molding system comprising a valve pin that controls flow through a gate into a mold cavity having a single sensor disposed for detecting injection material downstream of the gate, the valve pin having a distal tip end that is adapted to interact with the interior surface of the gate area of the apparatus to reduce injection fluid material flow to a reduced rate of flow that is less than the maximum rate of flow of the fluid material when the tip end is not in restriction proximity to the gate area, the valve pin being controllably driven by a remotely controllable, high precision flow control valve interconnected respectively between the flow ports of the upper and lower gas drive chambers of a pneumatic actuator and a master source of pressurized gas, typically air, that drives the system.
[0036] Fig. 4 is a schematic of an embodiment of the invention showing a pneumatically powered system injection molding system comprising a valve pin that controls flow through a gate into a mold cavity having a first sensor disposed at the exit of the gate into a mold cavity and another sensor disposed downstream of the first sensor for detecting injection material downstream of the gate, the valve pin having a distal tip end that is adapted to interact with the interior surface of the gate area of the apparatus to reduce injection fluid material flow to a reduced rate of flow that is less than the maximum rate of flow of the fluid material when the tip end is not in restriction proximity to the gate area, the valve pin being controllably driven by a remotely controllable, high precision flow control valve interconnected respectively between the flow ports of the upper and lower gas drive chambers of a pneumatic actuator and a master source of pressurized gas, typically air, that drives the system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0037] Fig. 1 shows a system 10 according to the invention comprised of multiple injection valve assemblies 200, 200a each of which comprise an electrically powered actuator 20 having an electric motor rotor 30 that is interconnected to a valve pin 40 that is controllably driven back and forth along an axis A at controlled velocities by controller 100 that contains a programmable processor and interconnected memory that can execute instructions using data input by the user. The valve pin 40 for each valve assembly has a distal tip end 60 that opens and closes a separate gate 50 for each valve assembly and, depending on the precise positioning of the tip end 60 relative to the interior surface of the nozzle that forms the gate 60, regulates the rate of flow of injection fluid material 90 injected from manifold 80 into nozzle passage 95 and ultimately through gate 50 into the mold cavity 70. Thus the controller 100 can, when appropriately programmed regulate the rate or velocity of flow of injection fluid material 90 into cavity 70 by regulating the velocity or positioning of valve pin 65 and its tip end 60 during the course of an injection cycle particularly the withdrawal or upstream velocity of the pin at the beginning of the injection cycle.

[0038] One or more additional injection valve assemblies 200a each separately associated with a different gate to the same or different mold cavities can be interconnected to and controlled by controller 100. In the embodiment shown in
Figs. 1-4, each individual one of the assemblies 200, 200a inject into a separate mold cavity 70, 70a in which a separate part is formed. In the Fig. 1 embodiment, a single downstream sensor, Sensor 1, is shown positioned for detecting a selected condition of the injection fluid at a selected downstream position 120 within the cavity 70. Similarly, each of the other assemblies 200a have a downstream sensor 1a positioned for sensing a selected condition of injection fluid at a downstream position 120a within cavity 70a. The distance between the exit of gate 50 and downstream sensing position 120 is preselected and is the same or substantially the same as the distance between the downstream sensing position 120a and exit 50a of each of the other injection assemblies 200a. The assemblies 10, 10a can each include a position sensor 130aa that sends a signal 130, 130a indicative of the axial A position of rotor 30 and/or valve pin 65 and tip end 60 of each assembly 10, 10a to the processor or memory of controller 100. The controller 100 includes memory and a program with instructions that store and use as a standard, the predetermined amount of time that it takes injection fluid to flow from gate 50 to the time of detection by Sensor 1 at position 120. The standard time is predetermined either by conducting one or more test cycles at various trial and error withdrawal speeds for pin 65 or profiles of pin 65 position using assembly 10. After conducting such trials and determining the formation of a part formed within cavity 70 that is ideal, the withdrawal speed or position profile of pin 65 for the most preferred part forming trial is selected as a standard. The standard elapsed time or position profile is input to controller 100. Alternatively, the user can simply select a standard elapsed time or pin position profile.

[0039] The controller 100 contains instructions that for one or more subsequent injection cycles of assemblies 200a, preferably all subsequent injection cycles, automatically records the time elapsed between the associated valve pins first opening gates 50a and the time that sensor 1a detects the injection fluid at position 120a of assemblies 200a. The controller then compares the automatically recorded elapsed times for assemblies 200a. If the compared recorded elapsed time for any assembly 200a differs from the established standard elapsed time, the controller 100 automatically adjusts the velocity or positioning of the valve pins associated with assemblies 200a to drive the actuators associated with such other assemblies to attempt to achieve a velocity or profile of position of movement of the actuators and
valve pins of assemblies 200a that will cause the elapsed time for the assemblies 200a to approach or match the elapsed time for the standard.

[0040] As shown in Figs. 1-4, there are one or more, typically multiple additional X injection assemblies in any given system.

[0041] The preselected condition of the fluid that the Sensor 1 typically senses is pressure or temperature.

[0042] Fig. 2 shows a system 10 analogous to the system 10 of Fig. 1, the only difference being that the elapsed time on which the control system is based is the time elapsed between the time that an upstream sensor, Sensor 2 (or Sensor 2a) senses a preselected condition of the injection fluid at upstream point 150, 150a, and the time at which the downstream Sensor 1 senses the preselected condition of the injection fluid at point 120, 120a.

[0043] The preselected condition of the fluid that the Sensor 1 and Sensor 2 typically sense is pressure or temperature. Sensor 1 could sense one condition such as pressure and Sensor 2 could sense a different condition such as temperature or the same condition as Sensor 1.

[0044] Figs. 3 and 4 depict systems in which the actuation systems comprises a fluid driven, as opposed to an electricity driven, actuator 20. A preferred fluid driven valve system 205 comprises a fast acting linear force motor driven proportional valve 205 that regulates the flow of either gas or liquid to the actuator 20, namely either a pneumatic or hydraulic system.

[0045] The system 10 of Fig. 3 operates in the same manner as described with reference to Fig. 1, the difference being that the controller 100 controls the operation of the fluid control valve system 205 and the same or similar fluid control valve system that drives the injection system 200a.

[0046] The system of Fig. 4 operates in the same manner as described with reference to Fig. 2, the difference being that the controller controls the operation of the valve system 205 and the same or similar fluid control valve system that drives the injection system 200a.

[0047] A fast acting fluid control valve system as described in detail in PCT/US2014/032658 and in U.S. Patent No. 5960831, the disclosures of both of which are incorporated herein by reference can be used in the apparatuses described herein particularly where pneumatic valve control systems are preferred for the particular application.
What is claimed is:

1. A method of performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus comprised of:

   a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold cavity,

   an actuator associated with each respective gate,

   each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the maximum flow position,

   each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over the course of an injection cycle,

   a downstream sensor that senses a selected physical condition of the injection fluid material at a position within a mold cavity that is downstream of an associated gate, the downstream sensor generating a signal corresponding to the sensed values,

   the method comprising the steps of:

   selecting and recording as a standard for a selected one of the gates, the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pin associated with the selected one of the gates out of the gate closed position and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity,

   performing a subsequent injection cycle and for each of the other gates and sensing the selected physical condition of the injection fluid material at the downstream position with the downstream sensor associated with each of the other gates, and,
recording the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pin associated with each of the other gates out of the gate closed position and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated cavities of each of the other gates,

comparing the recorded amounts of time elapsed associated with each of the other gates with the standard amount of time elapsed that is associated with the selected one of the gates,

adjusting position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated with each of the other gates during further subsequent injection cycles such that the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pins associated with each of the other gates of their gate closed position and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material approaches or matches the selected standard amount of elapsed time.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the steps of performing and adjusting are carried out automatically by an algorithm executed by a controller interconnected to and controllably driving or adjusting the drive of the actuators.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of selecting and recording comprises recording and establishing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin versus time for the selected one of the gates and the step of adjusting can comprise recording and adjusting the position or drive rate of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates to approach or match the standard profile of position versus time.

4. Apparatus for performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus, the apparatus comprising:

a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold cavity,

an actuator associated with each respective gate,

each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and
one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the maximum flow position,

each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over the course of an injection cycle,

each gate having a downstream sensor that senses a selected condition of the injection fluid material at a position within each associated mold cavity that is downstream of each associated gate, the downstream sensor generating a response signal upon sensing the selected condition of the injection fluid material when the injection fluid material has flowed to the downstream position of the downstream sensor,

a controller containing predetermined data representing as a standard for a selected one of the gates, the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pin associated with the selected one of the gates out of the gate closed position and the time at which the downstream sensor associated with the selected one of the gates first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity,

the downstream sensors of each of the gates other than the selected one of the gates sensing the selected condition of the injection fluid material and sending response signals to the controller on performance of each successive injection cycle by the apparatus,

the controller receiving the response signals from each downstream sensor associated with the other gates on performance of each successive injection cycle performed by the apparatus,

the controller including instructions that compares the amount of standard elapsed time with the calculated amount of elapsed time associated with each of the other gates,

the controller including instructions that adjust the velocity or position of each of the actuators associated with each of the other gates to drive the valve pins associated with each of the other gates at one or more velocities or to one or more positions during one or more successive injection cycles based on the compared amounts of time such that the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pins out of the gate closed position and the time that the downstream sensors
associated with the other gates first sense the selected condition approaches or matches the standard amount of elapsed time.

5. The apparatus of claim 4 further including position sensors that sense position of the actuator or valve pin associated with each of the gates, the controller including data representing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin versus time during an injection cycle for the selected one of the gates, the controller including instructions that compares position versus time of the actuators or valve pins for each of the gates during one or more successive injection cycles with the standard profile and directs the position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates during the course of the one or more successive injection cycles such that the position versus time of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates approaches or matches the standard profile.

6. A method of performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus comprised of:

   a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold cavity,

   an actuator associated with each respective gate,

   each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the maximum flow position,

   each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over the course of an injection cycle,

   a downstream sensor that senses a selected downstream physical condition of the injection fluid material at a position within an associated mold cavity that is downstream of an associated gate, the downstream sensor generating a signal corresponding to the sensed values,
an upstream sensor that senses a selected upstream physical condition of the injection fluid material at a position within an associated mold cavity that is upstream of the downstream position,

the method comprising the steps of:

recording and selecting as a standard for a selected one of the gates, the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the upstream sensor associated with the selected one of the gates first senses the selected upstream condition of the injection fluid and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity of the selected one of the gates,

performing one or more subsequent injection cycles and for each of the other gates sensing the selected upstream and downstream physical condition of the injection fluid material at the upstream and downstream positions with the upstream and downstream sensors associated with each of the other gates, and,

recording the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the upstream sensor associated with each of the other gates first senses the selected upstream condition of the injection fluid and the time at which the downstream sensor associated with each of the other gates first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated cavities of each of the other gates,

comparing the recorded amounts of time elapsed associated with each of the other gates with the standard amount of time elapsed that is associated with the selected one of the gates,

adjusting position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated with each of the other gates during each subsequent injection cycle such that the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the upstream sensor first senses the selected upstream condition and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material approaches or matches the selected standard amount of elapsed time.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the steps of performing and adjusting are carried out automatically by an algorithm executed by a controller interconnected to and controllably driving or adjusting the drive of the actuators.

8. The method of claim 6 wherein the step of recording and selecting comprises recording and establishing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin versus time for the selected one of the gates and the step of adjusting can
comprise recording and adjusting the position or drive rate of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates to approach or match the standard profile of position versus time.

9. Apparatus for performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus, the apparatus comprising:

a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold cavity,

an actuator associated with each respective gate,

each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the maximum flow position,

each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over the course of an injection cycle,

each gate having a downstream sensor that senses a selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material at a position within each associated mold cavity that is downstream of each associated gate, the downstream sensor generating a response signal upon sensing the selected condition of the injection fluid material when the injection fluid material has flowed to the downstream position of the downstream sensor,

each gate having an upstream sensor that senses a selected upstream condition of the injection fluid material at a position within each associated mold cavity that is upstream of the downstream position associated with each gate, the upstream sensor generating a response signal upon sensing the selected condition of the injection fluid material when the injection fluid material has flowed to the upstream position of the upstream sensor,

a controller containing predetermined data representing as a standard for a selected one of the gates, the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the
upstream sensor associated with the selected one of the gates first senses the selected upstream condition of the injection fluid material and the time at which the downstream sensor associated with the selected one of the gates first senses the selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity,

the upstream and downstream sensors of each of the other gates other than the selected one of the gates each sensing the selected upstream and downstream conditions of the injection fluid material and sending response signals to the controller on performance of each successive injection cycle by the apparatus,

the controller receiving the response signals from the sensors associated with each of the other gates on performance of each successive injection cycle performed by the apparatus and calculating the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the upstream sensor associated with each of the other gates first senses the selected upstream condition of the injection fluid material and the time at which the downstream sensor associated with the selected one of the gates first senses the selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity,

the controller including instructions that compares the amount of standard elapsed time with the calculated amount of elapsed time associated with each of the other gates,

the controller including instructions that adjust the velocity or position of each of the actuators associated with each of the other gates to drive the valve pins associated with each of the other gates at one or more velocities or to one or more positions during one or more successive injection cycles based on the compared amounts of time such that the amount of time elapsed between the time that the upstream sensors associated with the other gates first sense the selected upstream condition of the injection fluid material and the time that the downstream sensors associated with the other gates first sense the selected downstream condition approaches or matches the standard amount of elapsed time.

10. Apparatus of claim 9 further including position sensors that sense position of the actuator or valve pin associated with each of the gates, the controller including data representing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin versus time during an injection cycle for the selected one of the gates, the controller including instructions that compares position versus time of the actuators or valve
pins for each of the gates during one or more successive injection cycles with the standard profile and directs the position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates during the course of the one or more successive injection cycles such that the position versus time of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates approaches or matches the standard profile.

11. A method of performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus comprised of:

   a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold cavity,

   an actuator associated with each respective gate,

   each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the maximum flow position,

   each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over the course of an injection cycle,

   a downstream sensor that senses a selected downstream physical condition of the injection fluid material at a position within an associated mold cavity that is downstream of an associated gate, the downstream sensor generating a signal corresponding to the sensed values,

   an upstream sensor that senses a selected upstream physical condition of the injection fluid material at a position within an associated mold cavity that is upstream of the downstream position,

   the method comprising the steps of:

   selecting as a standard for all of the gates, the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the upstream sensor associated with a gate first senses the selected upstream condition of the injection fluid and the time at which the
downstream sensor first senses the selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity of a gate,

performing one or more subsequent injection cycles and for each of the gates sensing the selected upstream and downstream physical condition of the injection fluid material at the upstream and downstream positions with the upstream and downstream sensors associated with each of the other gates,

recording the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the upstream sensor associated with each of the gates first senses the selected upstream condition of the injection fluid and the time at which the downstream sensor associated with each of the gates first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated cavities of each of the gates,

comparing the recorded amounts of time elapsed associated with each of the gates with the selected standard amount of time,

adjusting position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated with each of the gates during each subsequent injection cycle such that the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the upstream sensor first senses the selected upstream condition and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material approaches or matches the selected standard amount of elapsed time.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the steps of performing and adjusting are carried out automatically by an algorithm executed by a controller interconnected to and controllably driving or adjusting the drive of the actuators.

13. The method of claim 11 wherein the step of recording and selecting comprises recording and establishing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin versus time for the selected one of the gates and the step of adjusting can comprise recording and adjusting the position or drive rate of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates to approach or match the standard profile of position versus time.

14. An apparatus for performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus, the apparatus comprising:

a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material
under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold cavity,

an actuator associated with each respective gate,

each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the maximum flow position,

each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over the course of an injection cycle,

each gate having a downstream sensor that senses a selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material at a position within each associated mold cavity that is downstream of each associated gate, the downstream sensor generating a response signal upon sensing the selected condition of the injection fluid material when the injection fluid material has flowed to the downstream position of the downstream sensor,

each gate having an upstream sensor that senses a selected upstream condition of the injection fluid material at a position within each associated mold cavity that is upstream of the downstream position associated with each gate, the upstream sensor generating a response signal upon sensing the selected condition of the injection fluid material when the injection fluid material has flowed to the upstream position of the upstream sensor,

a controller containing predetermined data representing as a standard for each of the gates, the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the upstream sensor associated with a gate first senses the selected upstream condition of the injection fluid material and the time at which the downstream sensor associated with a gate first senses the selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity,

the upstream and downstream sensors of each of the gates each sensing the selected upstream and downstream conditions of the injection fluid material and each sending response signals to the controller on performance of each successive injection cycle by the apparatus,
the controller receiving the response signals from the sensors associated with each of the gates on performance of each successive injection cycle performed by the apparatus and calculating the amount of time elapsed between the time at which the upstream sensor associated with each of the gates first senses the selected upstream condition of the injection fluid material and the time at which the downstream sensor associated with each of the gates first senses the selected downstream condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity,

the controller including instructions that compares the standard amount of elapsed time with the calculated amount of elapsed time associated with each of the gates,

the controller including instructions that adjust the velocity or position of each of the actuators associated with each of the gates to drive the valve pins associated with each of the gates at one or more velocities or to one or more positions during one or more successive injection cycles based on the compared amounts of time such that the amount of time elapsed between the time that the upstream sensors associated with each of the gates first sense the selected upstream condition of the injection fluid material and the time that the downstream sensors associated with each of the gates first sense the selected downstream condition approaches or matches the standard amount of elapsed time.

15. The apparatus of claim 14 further including position sensors that sense position of the actuator or valve pin associated with each of the gates, the controller including data representing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin versus time during an injection cycle for the gates, the controller including instructions that compares position versus time of the actuators or valve pins for each of the gates during one or more successive injection cycles with the standard profile and directs the position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated with each of the gates during the course of the one or more successive injection cycles such that the position versus time of the actuators or valve pins associated with each of the gates approaches or matches the standard profile.

16. A method of performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus comprised of:
a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold cavity,

an actuator associated with each respective gate,

each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the maximum flow position,

each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over the course of an injection cycle,

a downstream sensor that senses a selected physical condition of the injection fluid material at a position within a mold cavity that is downstream of an associated gate, the downstream sensor generating a signal corresponding to the sensed values,

the method comprising the steps of:

selecting as a standard for each of the gates, the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pin associated with the selected one of the gates out of the gate closed position and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity,

performing a subsequent injection cycle and, for each of the gates, sensing the selected physical condition of the injection fluid material at the downstream position with the downstream sensor associated with each of the gates, and,

recording the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pin associated with each of the gates out of the gate closed position and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated cavities of each of the gates,

comparing the recorded amounts of time elapsed associated with each of the gates with the standard amount of time elapsed for one or more subsequent injection cycles,
adjusting position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated with each of the gates during one or more subsequent injection cycles such that the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pins associated with each of the other gates of their gate closed position and the time at which the downstream sensor first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material approaches or matches the selected standard amount of elapsed time.

17. The method of claim 16 wherein the steps of performing and adjusting are carried out automatically by an algorithm executed by a controller interconnectable to and controllably driving or adjusting the drive of the actuators.

18. The method of claim 16 wherein the step of selecting and recording comprises recording and establishing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin versus time for the selected one of the gates and the step of adjusting can comprise recording and adjusting the position or drive rate of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates to approach or match the standard profile of position versus time.

19. An apparatus for performing an injection molding cycle in an injection molding apparatus, the apparatus comprising:

   a manifold that receives an injection fluid material, the manifold having or communicating with a delivery channel that delivers the injection fluid mold material under an injection pressure to two or more gates each leading to an associated mold cavity,

   an actuator associated with each respective gate,

   each actuator being drivably interconnected to a valve pin drivable upstream and downstream along a path of travel having a selected stroke length that extends between a gate closed position, a selected maximum flow position at which the injection fluid material flows at a maximum rate through the gate into the cavity and one or more selectable intermediate positions between the first position and the maximum flow position,

   each actuator being controllably drivable to position an interconnected valve pin at the first, one or more selectable intermediate and maximum flow positions over the course of an injection cycle,

   each gate having a downstream sensor that senses a selected condition of the injection fluid material at a position within each associated mold cavity that is
downstream of each associated gate, the downstream sensor generating a response signal upon sensing the selected condition of the injection fluid material when the injection fluid material has flowed to the downstream position of the downstream sensor,

   a controller containing predetermined data representing as a standard for all gates, the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pin associated with a gate out of the gate closed position and the time at which the downstream sensor associated with a gate first senses the selected condition of the injection fluid material flowing into the associated mold cavity,

   the downstream sensors of each of the gates sensing the selected condition of the injection fluid material and sending response signals to the controller on performance of each successive injection cycle by the apparatus,

   the controller receiving the response signals from each downstream sensor associated with each of the gates on performance of each successive injection cycle performed by the apparatus,

   the controller including instructions that compares the amount of standard elapsed time with the calculated amount of elapsed time associated with each of the gates,

   the controller including instructions that adjust the velocity or position of each of the actuators associated with each of the gates to drive the valve pins associated with each of the gates at one or more velocities or to one or more positions during one or more successive injection cycles based on the compared amounts of time such that the amount of time elapsed between movement of the valve pins out of the gate closed position and the time that the downstream sensors associated with each of the gates first sense the selected condition approaches or matches the standard amount of elapsed time.

20. The apparatus of claim 19 further including position sensors that sense position of the actuator or valve pin associated with each of the gates, the controller including data representing a standard profile of position of the actuator or valve pin versus time during an injection cycle for the selected one of the gates, the controller including instructions that compares position versus time of the actuators or valve pins for each of the gates during one or more successive injection cycles with the standard profile and directs the position or velocity of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates during the course of the one or more successive
injection cycles such that the position versus time of the actuators or valve pins associated with the other gates approaches or matches the standard profile.

21. The apparatus of claim 20 wherein corresponding cavities are associated with each of the individual two or more gates the cavities comprising either separate individual cavities or wherein two or more gates enter into a single cavity.
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